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THE POWER OFpattern

F L I P T A L E S



Patterns create the perfect drama in your space. They
possess the power to grab immediate attention and

play an imminent part in every interior style! 
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FLIPNOTE

The efficacy and citing growth of business and
progressive recovery from the aftermath of the
pandemic accompanied by our unmatchable technology
suite is facilitating our business growth across the
globe. Deviating ourselves from the dabble to survive,
we have focused ourselves in scaling our business 
 through commercial interior design and build to create
a leadership position in the industry. The consistency of
our achievements has been felt across all our business
verticals. 

With 100% customer
satisfaction as the strongest
validation, we firmly believe
that our powerful
technology will disrupt the
design and build industry
which is on a growth spurt
every quarter. 

Business Head, North India

SANJEEV BHANDARI



INDIA
Design & Build



INDIA BUSINESS OUTLOOK

Mitsubishi Power
Colliers
Staffchase 
Disruptium
Maheshwari Residential
Opulence 3
Knowcraft Anaytics
Edusoft Healthcare

With global recovery across several industries we see
new growth potential month on month leading to a
jump in new conversions from new brands and loyalty
accounts such as:



USA
Design & Build



Awano Foods 
IMI 
Kenny Mitchell
Tito Jackson
Leticia
Kristina 
Lauren 
OS Studios
Octillion 

The demand for our US business has been promising
since the past couple of months. There has been an
evolving trend wherein many design projects are
translating further into  product supply and build
opportunities for us, thus adding to new business
avenues:

US BUSINESS OUTLOOK



VIZTOWN
PropTech



VIZTOWN HIGHLIGHTS

Lodha Execlus, Mumbai
Piramal Agastya, Mumbai
Brigade Arcade, Bangalore
Assotech Business Cresterra, Noida
Brookwoods, Hyderabad
Leela Business Park, Mumbai
Sky City, Hyderabad
Max House, Delhi
Mahagun - Marina Walk, Noida

Last two years has changed the way real estate industry
operates. We have seen more acceptance as the
technology transforms the industry. With onboarding of
several marquee projects, we are witnessing heartening
response to our VIZTOWN product. Following are few of
our newly affiliated partners:



VIZSTORE
Retail Tech



VIZSTORE HIGHLIGHTS

VIZSTORE has supercharged the retail industry with
its revolutionary technology by solving the real pain
points of the furniture and furnishing industry. Our
free trials are aimed at accustoming our audience to
the technology for maximizing the benefits. We have
successfully onboarded 3 distributer partners with
more than 2500+ unique enquiries in just one month.
We are hoping to increase these interactions with our
technology by two folds in the next quarter. 
On the adoption side, it is heart warming to hear the
success stories of our platinum partners who accredit
their business growth to VIZSTORE. Click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QS0HX_SbcJs


FLIPDELIVERED



STAFFCHASE



AGIL



FLIPFUN



TEAM RECREATION 
AT OUR MUMBAI OFFICE



INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION
AT OUR MUMBAI OFFICE



THANK YOU
Do share your stories, 

comments and feedback
marketing@flipspaces.com 
which we will incorporate in

the next issue


